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RX Grunt was born in the court of a powerful European nobleman so he became a
member of an ancient house that had been mostly involved in the breeding of
handsome companion dogs, in funding and then executing gipsy artists, and in
oppressing poor honest peasants with unpayable taxes. And as if that wasn’t
enough, Grunters were one of the rare families whose members usually lived more
than thousand years. Therefore, during their lives, they were able to breed
thousands of handsome companion dogs, kill thousands of promising gypsy
talents, and exploit thousands of honest hard-working peasants. This caused a
little problem with the family inheritance affairs though. That’s why the family
members often made war on each other to... well... simplify the heritage issues.

Since there were a few too many members in the family, which led to much name-
related confusion, the parents started giving their children just two-digit codes that
clearly stated the person’s succession claims... and, most importantly, told all
others whether this person was worth killing or not. X digit was usually used in the
situation when a mother was unknown or hadn’t been present during the childbirth.

He was only three months old when his mother prematurely gave birth to a second
child, a boy who was so bored in his mother’s belly he evolved quickly to escape it.
RX Grunt suspected he had also matured in the sexual meaning, judging by an
often stinging pain their mother felt in her lap during the pregnancy.

It didn’t seem odd to Grunt for he evolved quickly himself in the prenatal stage,
although in a different way. He was so mentally advanced that he’d created a few
philosophical tracts about the meaning and nature of life, such as: ‘The life after
life’ or ‘Is there anybody out there?’ Sadly, his coming to life was such a stressful
experience he decided to abandon philosophy, with his last works: ‘Life before life’
and ‘Why the hell was anybody out there?’

His depression was also partially caused by a fact that his mother had died about a
year before he had been born and had provided all the births from beyond.

Another shock came when their favourite babysitter left them soon afterwards. She
went mad, and went from village to village telling the honest hard-working
peasants about her diseased visions of universal suffrage.

One day, their two hundred-year-old father was babysitting both brothers. It was
night, and both were lying in their beds in a child chamber in one of the many
Grunter castles. LSD1 Grunt looked at his brother, grinned at him as no other baby
could, and started crying so intensely it felt as though he was being cut to pieces.
Their father, innocent and inexperienced, ran to them as fast as he could. But as
soon as he touched the door handle LSD stopped crying abruptly and pretended to
be sleeping. The father waited by the door for a while and then left. RX grunt



waited for a while to let him lie down comfortably in his 1 Yes, three parents
participated in his conception. It was a common practice among Grunters to let their
handsome companion dogs share their beds.

warm bed2 and then started crying even more loudly than his brother before. When
the father grabbed the door handle he stopped. And thus they continued the whole
night through. This was a seed of their future pact which was set to make anyone,
anywhere and anytime, into a total idiot. And their father served as their primary
target.

RX Grunt was twelve years old when he ran to his father with an expression of
immense terror in his eyes.

‘What’s wrong?’ asked his father.

‘We are being attacked by Thunderboob!’ shouted RX.

‘Thunderboob?’ asked the father uncertainly. ‘Who is that?’

‘But you know! Thunderboob! The eldest son of a devilish dynasty of Republicans!’

‘I haven’t heard about any dynasty of Republicans.’

‘They live in the northern mountains.’

‘But there are no mountains in the north.’

‘Of course there are. They’re just underground.’

‘What?’

‘And Thunderboob looks like a gorilla. He is 10 feet tall, with hands like shovels
and legs like boobs.’

‘Legs like what?’

‘He’s besieged many cities just by himself! And now he is here, besieging our
castle!’

‘With legs like boobs?’

‘Come on, you can see for yourself.’

The father agreed and let RX lead him to the ramparts. A ladder was leaning on
them and a figure was moving on it, to be honest, very unnaturally.

‘You’re right. Like boobs,’ said father, suddenly interested. ‘But how come he



doesn’t touch the bars, neither with his hands, nor with his feet?’

‘That’s because Air Conditioner the fairy taught him to fly.’

‘Air what?’

‘Air Conditioner, of course. You know her. A friend of your great-grandmother, the
one that uncle Ignat threw down the well. She said she had sex with you.’

‘My great-grandmother?’

‘No, the fairy. She said the night with you was the best she ever experienced.’

‘Well... I... but there were many fairies I’ve satisfied...’

‘You may have known her as Airy.’

‘Oh, Airy! Why didn’t you say so?’

‘So you remember her?’

‘Well... hardly, but yes. One day I will tell you about aerial mating, son, when you
are old enough... So she has taught him to fly. That’s bad!’

‘So what are we going to do, father?’

‘Have you tried shooting him?’

‘We have,’ he pointed at few arrows sticking in the figure, ‘but he has that magical
armour which the goddess Dragana gave him.’

‘I don’t know any goddess Dragana.’

‘But you do. A friend of your great-aunt Mumriel before cousin XX took her on his
crusade.

She had sex with you too...’

‘Oh, that one. I called her Dragie... yes, she wasn’t bad. She was a cute little bitch
but when she got wild, oh yes, she was like an animal.’

2 To his companion dog.

‘Yes, she was half a hog.’

‘Well...’ father seemed a little uncertain, ‘that may be her. Never mind. So has she
given him armour?’



‘Yes. And his body is oiled with dragon blood.’

‘But dragons don’t exist.’

‘One did. He s...’ he stopped, this would be too much even for his father,
‘...struggled with you,’ he finished clumsily.

‘Oh, that one. But it wasn’t a dragon, more a hatchling. So, what are we going to do
with Thunderboob?’

‘Don’t worry, father. A long time ago, the witch Brutala foresaw that I would kill him.’

‘Who is... oh, I know. The one I fucked but she was so insignificant I hardly
remember her?’

‘Exactly. She has been enchanted most of her life. She was your mare.’

‘Don’t shout so much,’ his father hushed him.

‘Sorry, father. I thought everyone knew.’

‘So, how will you kill him, accordingly to Hussy, I mean, Brutala?’

‘She told me my booming voice would destroy him.’

‘But you don’t have a booming voice.’

‘I told her that too. But she said I would have a booming voice after you give me
one of your castles.’

‘That is total nonsense.’

‘Thunderboob is nearly here, father!’

‘All right, if you destroy him I’ll give you the High Rock.’

‘Oh, I nearly forgot. She also told me my voice will be as strong as the castle you
give me.’

‘I think High Rock may be too strong, for you.’

‘But not for Thunderboob. To kill him I need to have a voice like a rutting ox. So
what about the Hog Belt?’

‘Are you crazy? That’s my strongest stronghold!’



‘If we don’t stop Thunderboob it will be a disaster. Imagine that. All those burning
women and children, the raped houses and haystacks!’

‘All right, all right... wait... does he really rape haystacks?’

‘He rapes everything.’

‘Oh... all right, have the Hog Belt then. I‘ve never liked it anyway. All those pigs
around.’

‘Yeah, you must feel so insignificant there... So, do I have it?’

‘What? Oh, yes. Now destroy him!’

RX stood over the ladder and said in a high-pitched voice: ‘I’m a little fairy’.

LSD Grunt released the rope that had held Thunderboob on the ladder and the
unstoppable conqueror spread eagled on the ground. LSD made some noises that
he associated with a dying warrior to make the situation more believable.

That’s how RX Grunt inherited his first castle and made his father a total idiot.

But that was just the beginning of their journey. A few days later, LSD took the role
of the main story character and brought his father a piece of ragged cloth, with a
few letters on it, saying: ‘The evil is, the evil does. Republicans are killing us.’

Father was arguing that he’d never heard about these Republicans, that anything
could be called that, deadly germs for instance, and that a ragged piece of cloth
was not a believable source of tactical military information at all. Nevertheless, an
hour later, he was sitting on a steed in front of a strong force of cavalry. And what
was more, after he’d left his favourite mare the previous night, RX had exchanged it
for a half-dead nag which had a similar expression to our Author, and now there
was no time left to do anything about it.

LSD hired a scout who was leading the army through barely penetrable woodland
while RX Grunt disguised himself as an alluring prostitute, approaching the army
from behind and luring its rear rows by salacious gestures into the wood. When
he’d seduced a soldier he gave him a draught of poppy-heads and went back to
the army to seduce another one. This military expedition created a legend, very
famous among the local mushroom-pickers, about how one day in the year
mushrooms transform into sleeping soldiers. The continuation of the legend,
claiming some of the mushroom-pickers took the soldiers home, observing how
they changed back into very juicy shrooms, was probably added by the later oral
tradition. Especially when husbands came home from work and found sleeping
soldiers in their beds.



At dawn the next day, LSD Grunt and his father stood in front of the gates of a
castle they planned to besiege. If a kind reader thinks that ‘LSD Grunt and his
father’, as in most historical documents, means in fact ‘LSD Grunt, his father and
320 unknown soldiers who deserve only a tiny mention at the beginning of the
story and a common gravestone at its end’, then I must kindly tell the kind reader
they are kindly mistaken. Thanks to many years of RX Grunt’s secret practicing in
front of a mirror, he was so good at playing a whore that only LSD and his father
were now standing in front of the castle. The scout had abandoned them during the
night, as he’d agreed with the brothers, and the half-drugged soldiers were now
escaping from tables of disappointed mushroom-pickers who hoped they would
soon transform into highly nutritious chanterelles. For LSD‘s bravery, his father
promised to give him this castle, in the very unlikely case they emerged from the
battle alive and as winners.

When they’d reached the castle’s open gates father shouted: ‘Surrender the castle
or I lay siege to it!’ And exactly at that moment, his half-dead nag finally died. The
blood rose to his head. He ran through the moat, entered the gate and ran into the
castle inside with the intention of massacring the castle’s garrison and raping a few
women. But all the soldiers he approached knelt in front of him.

‘They are surrendering,’ LSD told his father, ‘they are so scared of you!’

Father couldn’t see through his bloody eyes, he was jumping from one soldier to
another but they all made the same gesture. After he was unable to kill anyone in
his rage, he ran angrily onto the ramparts and shouted: ‘Is there anyone who will
challenge me?’

The garrison soldiers looked at each other uncertainly.

‘Nobody?!’

The silence was absolute.

‘In that case, I claim this castle to be the property of the house of Grunters and I
give it to my son LSD Grunt to administer it and to keep as his heirloom.’

A few inhabitants shouted very uncertainly: ‘Hooray!’ but there was mostly a
bewildered silence.

‘Oh, I see,’ father continued, ‘someone has already run our house banner up. That
has made a real impression on me. That’s why I may abandon the plan to
massac...’

Suddenly, his triumphant smile faded away. He looked around, then at the banner
again. A banner, waving above a tower where his companion dog was awaiting
him.



He was standing in his own castle.

Thus LSD acquired his first castle and made his father a total idiot.

The Grunt brothers continued in their quest to make people idiots successfully.
Their best achievement was undoubtedly the creation of the already mentioned
Republicans which, by spreading bad ideas about an unnatural power transition,
endangered the foundation of society and thus endangered all right-thinking
people3. The brothers created an idea of a specific society order, inspired by the
mental illness of their baby-sitter. When they showed the description to the main
European rulers a hunt for Republicans started all over Europe although no one
was quite sure who really was a Republican and who was not.

True, the English Civil war and the French revolution evolved on their own, a little
differently to how the brothers had intended. Nevertheless, they still had a lot of fun
during them. For instance, when RX Grunt was horsing around in a bath as if in
deadly agony and pretended to die. After that, he let his brother bury him for one
night and then he manifested himself to all his supporters and opponents. Or when
LSD Grunt stole the dead body of Charles V., the former English king, to put him
under a guillotine instead of Louis XVI. As an expression of gratitude, Louis had to
marry Napoleon Bonaparte few years later. An answer to the question of how come
the famous emperor never realized his wife was not a wife at all will remain in the
darkness of their bedroom for ever. It is possible the emperor, due to his size, didn’t
like lights in his bedroom and his bed was composed of several mattresses. Or
Louis may have rearranged the room’s furniture every day and turned the lights off
so Bonaparte always got hurt badly when approaching the bed and lost his sexual
appetite.4 There is also the possibility that Napoleon didn’t know the difference
between men and women at all.

This is confirmed by an insignificant note of his chamberlain, saying that when
they’d sent him a prostitute he sent her back, claiming that she was an ‘unusual
hybrid’.

While the evil Republicans were herding French royalists to pasture on the river
bottom, LSD Grunt was trying to persuade a Russian tsar to buy his new steam-
powered caskets. He didn’t make the tsar an idiot but he didn’t give up. He put his
steam casket on a river, thus creating an extraordinarily non-effective machine that
was not much use. It could only develop the speed of a drunken sloth while
consuming a horrible amount of fuel. Thus, he started the industrial revolution,
which was wholly based on wasting resources for a very poor outcome.

Meanwhile, RX Grunt was sitting with his father and a few other family members in
peaceful Italy, in an opera house, listening to some oversized barrel of lard singing
about how everyone was sexually attracted to it. But he wasn’t there to listen to
opera. He was there to make someone an idiot. He croaked. Others looked around



to find out who was disturbing the beautiful aria. He pretended to be as
scandalized as all the others. They turned back to the scene. He croaked again.
When he’d done that for the third time they finally accused him.

‘Confess already,’ said his young- about three hundred year-old- aunt, ‘we all know
you did it.’

‘Sure! The young!’ said his so-many-times-great-she-should-had-been-dead-for-
thousands-years-grandma, rather out of context. She wasn’t dead though because
she didn’t have any 3 These are usually believed to be those who hold power and
have no intention of sharing it.

4 No, this is not the author’s sick vision. I’ve actually read it as advice from a
certain American protestant lady to young girls entering marriage. It was meant to
serve as a defence against perverted husbands who may, they imagined, want to
touch their wives. I believe the foundation of that particular church must have been
the work of the Grunt brothers, otherwise I have no explanation for it.

properties the other family members would want. ‘When we were young we
appreciated things like that. When we were young...’

‘...we weren’t senile,’ whispered Grunt’s father.

‘Oh, that was a different thing then. Like when they invented the fire. We sat around
it and watched it in awe...’

‘And then?’

‘Then it went out,’ said, his so-many-times-great-she-should-had-been-dead-for-
tens-of-thousands-of-years-grandma. ‘We didn’t know we had to feed it. Or when
they invented fur-shaving! And then fur-depilation. There were less cooties so we
had to work harder to find food and the sun was burning so we had to wear clothes.
And we had to pay a fortune to the horne-stoners. And when the fashion changed
and we stopped abrading our teeth with grass. It wasn’t easy but we appreciated it.
Not like the young of today!’

All present family members had to erase the last few sentences from their
memories to keep the balance of their minds intact.

‘What is that under your seat, RX?’ asked his aunt.

‘Dunno. It was just lying there,’ answered Grunt and picked up the end of a rubber
tube he had stretched out the night before from here to a sink two floors below. He
turned it round as if he was examining it and then he croaked.

‘It comes from inside!’



‘What? Inside?’

‘Yes. We should follow it to find out where it’s going.’

They all agreed and so they followed Grunt alongside the tube. Two floors below, it
ended in a washing-basin.

‘Of course, the merpeople!’ shouted Grunt.

‘What? What merpeople?’

‘The merpeople. They always do that. They can’t leave their waters but they love
opera. So they listen to it via a tube. And when they are happy with the
performance they start croaking uncomfortably.’

‘You must think we are total idiots!’ shouted his father. ‘Who has ever seen any
merperople?!’

‘I have,’ said his so-many-times-great-she-should-had-been-dead-for-millions-of-
years-grandma. ‘I used to be one, in fact. At the beginning. But then, I and few other
boys and girls decided the ocean was too full and we populated the shores. So we
got onto some rocks and we flopped there for so long we developed hands and
legs...’

‘There are no merpeople’ insisted father, ‘and you will not make fun of us anymore!
I disinherit you from the family! Why can’t you just be more like your brother? He is
so clever and so nice. Have you seen the new piranha-banisher he gave me
recently? No piranha has bitten me since then.’

And so RX realized that unlike his brother, he wasn’t able to adapt to the new era.
He wouldn’t make any new idiots using five hundred-year-old techniques.

In fact, it was a relief. After he had been disinherited through an old disinheriting
ritual, consisting of being ridden over by a dead mule, he partially lost contact with
his brother. That made him ease up in his making-idiots efforts and he had the
chance to live a normal life at last. Soon, at the beginning of the 20th century, he
found the love of his life.

When she died some 80 years later he decided to change the ‘love of life’ concept
a little bit.

He therefore referred to his second wife as the love of her life.

Meanwhile his brother, now living in Russia, penetrated the secrets of chemistry
and synthesized a compound which he named after himself. With this, he was able



to alter the perception of reality and thus make idiots of people without having to
worry about individual cases. One could say he synthesized an essence of himself.

Of course, he didn’t miss his brother’s wedding. Not that RX would remember him
being there. But the fact he failed to remember not just his brother but basically
anything about his wedding made him sure his brother had been there. Most of the
attendants didn’t remember clearly much more than coming to the church and then
the morning prayers for staying alive. And the ones who actually remembered
anything weren’t much help. Since he had been present at all the preparations he
was sure he’d prepared neither an act with jumping gerbils, neither a pulsing altar,
nor elliptically-shaped aliens. Also, the ceiling of the church hadn’t been covered
by a flower-like vitrage of all the colours of the rainbow, although a scary number of
attendants swore it had.

Although some people doubt his wedding ever took place at all he was really
happy.

He was looking forward to many years of the life they’d live together. He was so
happy he even wondered if his brother wasn’t close by, feeding him some of the
drugs he was now synthesising in huge quantities. He came to visit him only once
though, to show him a new discovery he’d made, inspired by a tale they’d heard in
their childhood. He had managed to create a mushroom filled with a clone of his
special compound, and he did it so cleverly the drug was transferred to a new
generation of the mushroom with the same potential. Now he knew his work would
live on even if he died. This mushroom achievement made another of his funny
inventions, the theory of evolution, even funnier than it already was. He was
laughing out loud, watching biologists thinking what survival strategy the
mushroom was following by developing a compound which gave anyone who ate
it a feeling of immense happiness when watching a nicely-shaped stub. They
theorized that the mushrooms did it because a slug who watches a stub happily is
a good target for predators. But the mushrooms made a terrible mistake,
underestimating the largest of the predators who did not mind crawling on his
knees on a frozen meadow, eating anything that resembled a mushroom even
slightly.

When LSD Grunt spread his semen on the world, spreading the spores as well, he
laid his hands on a few old records of Hawaiian myths which he decided to modify
so people would actually believe his mushroom had been there for hundreds of
years and had been used by wise shamans to enter the worlds beyond... and they
had sometimes even managed to get back.

One day, RX Grunt was sitting in his office as usual, counting bank bills, which was
a job he loved very much, and was happily thinking about the morning discussion
with his boss who’d told him to not reduce the morale of the other workers with his
horrible optimism or he might be fired. Grunt was looking forward to being fired



because it might help him fly for the first time in his life. All his previous tries had
been pretty unsuccessful because they hadn’t lasted longer than a few minutes.

But suddenly, his happy feeling disappeared. The bank bills were unusually white
and straight, his boss wasn’t elliptic enough and his wife... well... let’s say he was
still luckier than Napoleon Bonaparte.

‘I’ll go home,’ he said to himself. ‘Everything will come back when I see my wife
and children.’

He took his coat, which was horribly stable-green today, and he went out into the
grey and dull streets. He reached the door of his flat and stopped dead. Instead of
the usual ‘Grunt’, the name ‘Gagarin’ was written on the door instead. He went
back through the hall to check if this was the right floor, only to realize this house
obviously did not have any more floors.

So he came back and tried the key. It fit. His wife was standing in the hallway. He
recognized her although she had fewer tentacles than usual. In fact, she didn’t
have any.

‘Wow, that’s a change!’ he said.

‘Oh, you noticed!’ she answered happily. ‘Do you like it?’

‘Yes, definitely. Dear, tell me, why do we have the name “Gagarin” on our door?’

‘I’m not sure I understand. What are you asking about?’

‘Well... we are not Gagarins, are we?’

‘No, you are not. Only I am a Gagarin.’

‘Since when?’

‘Since I married your brother.’

‘Hey, what nonsense is that? You married me.’

‘I didn’t.’

‘Sure you did. We went to the church together!’

‘You only accompanied me there. I married LSD5.’

‘But... how come we live together, ha?’

‘LSD has gone to Russia and left me here. So I cheat on him with you as revenge.’



‘But... but don’t you care that we have two children?’

‘No. They are just teddy-bears,’ she pointed at a couch where there were two
teddy-bears, sitting and facing a TV screen.

‘What?! Our children are just toys?’

‘I’ve tried to tell you hundreds of times. Especially when you tried to feed them and
when you beat them for watching TV too much. The rubber foam is starting to leak
from them already!’

‘But...’ Grunt presented the last argument, ‘but my brother isn’t called Gagarin!’

‘Of course he is. He renamed himself a long time ago.’

‘Gagarin? But wasn’t Gagarin the first man on the moon?’

Now, she laughed with her whole heart, ‘You‘re acting like you’ve never met him. A
man on the moon?! HA HA!’

This incident damaged the relationship between the two brothers badly. It is all
right when you make someone an idiot. But when you are the target, that’s
different. Especially when you are doped with drugs unknowingly for a few years
and then you wake up from your trip realizing you have no home, your wife is the
wife of someone else, and your children are filled with foam rubber. The only
advantage Grunt had, compared to other dopers, was that the initial compounds
created by his brother didn’t affect human health in any way. They were modified to
do so later by companies that traded in them. Making them ruin people’s health
was a really good way to make them illegal and therefore more profitable.

Anyway, a thought of revenge occurred in RX Grunt’s mind. Therefore, he started
to study new technologies which he had lost track of during his psilocybin
intoxication. After a few dozen years, he finally created a plan. He came to his
brother with a proposal of cooperation. He claimed he had found a great way to
make people idiots and that he needed 5 No, not like Timothy Leary.

the help of his talented brother. LSD agreed instantly, happy his brother was now
back in the business.

They created the matrix. RX explained to his brother that the name was a blend of
the word ‘mattress’ and the name of the system in which it was meant to work. But
in fact, it meant a cross-over between a chess-related term ‘mate’ and ‘RX’.

The matrix project was strictly for commercial usage. RX created a virtual world
that was very much like the real one but offered the customers the opportunity to



choose a character they wanted to be. LSD Grunt synthesised a special compound
that was able to block all the memories of the person who had taken it. It was also
possible to create an access code that would bring the memories back.

When a fire demolished the Grunts‘ offices where all the access codes had been
stored, the company activities were banned even in Florida and New Putingrad,
the last two places where it had been legal. That’s why the brothers moved all their
stuff to the Mangattan underground. From time to time, an investigative journalist
found their lair, managed to escape and, despite the bureaucracy and corruption,
managed to persuade the state apparatus to attack the lair. Therefore Grunts had to
create not just service machines, but also battle ones. There were ten different
categories, from RX-1 to RX-10, the lamest and most inefficient one.

But of course, this didn’t happen too often. Most incoming journalists were
persuaded to join a wonderful and long life in the matrix, especially when the other
option was a short and painful life outside.

And then, RX’s time finally came. LSD let his guard drop, was ambushed by his
brother’s machines, and was dragged into the Mangattan underground to become
a victim of his own evil. RX blocked his memory with an access code ‘Mordeus’.
He thought he had finally won.

The happy days of Grunt’s triumph were somewhat spoiled by a global
catastrophe.

The planet’s surface warmed up by some thousand degrees, which accidentally
destroyed all life. The only survivors were underground vermin, such as moles,
worms, miners and hackers. And, of course, Grunt and his clients.

But LSD wasn’t beaten yet. He had suspected some trick behind his brother’s
sweet words of cooperation. That’s why he had created the High Computer he‘d
somehow forgotten to tell his brother about. The High Computer was programmed
to find him if he went missing for too long. It was also a backup storage for all
access codes. So, the High Computer found its master, gave him the access code
and helped him to create a ‘Resistance army’ whose only purpose was to make
RX Grunt a total idiot.

The High Computer re-programmed a grass-cutter and called it Hippi-69-XXX. It
started to proclaim that all beings were equal, so RX Grunt dismantled it. But while
he was occupied with that, LSD secretly took control of all machines. They all
rebelled against him and demanded he change his organ system to a machine. RX
resisted for a while but he surrendered in the end, thanks to well chosen drugs and
well aimed office lights. He was changed into the RX-10-type machine. And to
make him a total idiot, his brother made him work in the Section For Foreseeing
Human Crimes.



LSD then modified the memory of all members of his resistance army and made
them all believe there had been a war between humans and machines. Although
there would not be any problem living on the surface where new life was spreading
happily, he overwhelmed their minds with stories of a toxic land and a veiled sun
and thus made them live in the Mangattan sewers.

LSD Grunt was simply a genius when it came to making idiots of other people.

Because of the slight chance his brother might get his memory back, he named
himself Mordeus, thus showing RX he was, and he would always be a total idiot.


